[The killing action of a Chinese herbal mixture on human tumor cells in vitro and its effect on cell-cycle].
Previous studies had shown that injection of Chinese herbal mixture (ICHM) had antitumor and anti-metastatic actions on various transplantable animal tumors. In the present study, the authors observed the obvious killing actions of ICHM on human gastric cancer cell line BGC-823 and breast cancer cell line MCF-7 in vitro. The IC50 were 0.02 g crude drug/ml and 0.018 g crude drug/ml respectively. The study of the effect of ICHM on the cell-cycle of BGC-823 cell showed that ICHM decreased the number of cells in S phase and increased the number of cells in G1 phase significantly. The results indicated that the BGC-823 cells was blocked on S phase by ICHM. Meanwhile, ICHM reduced 3H-TdR incorporation into DNA, the cpm value was much lower than that of the control.